
Are your saved searches working in Matrix™? 

Make sure you review all of your saved searches in Matrix™, to ensure that they were converted 

accurately.   

 

One specific item to look for, when reviewing your saved searches, is the “Contingency” field.  If you are 

utilizing the “Contingency” field in a saved search from Tempo/Fusion™, you will want to view the saved 

search to make sure that you are still receiving results.  If not, you will have to go into Matrix™ and 

select the status of “Active w/Contingency”.  Unlike Tempo/Fusion™, Matrix™ now separates the Active 

listings and Active w/ Contingency listings, with a new status of “Active w/Contingency”, it may result in 

“0” results while in Matrix™, if you don’t make this change.   

 

In addition, if you are searching for contingencies, but looking for all contingencies EXCEPT “X”, you will 

need to select the “Not” button under the Contingency field options.   Please remember, if you are 

searching both Active and Active w/Contingency AND you choose a contingency from the Contingency 

field, make sure to ALSO select the Active with no Contingency option. 

 

 

 

 



A few other notes/points of clarification: 

A saved search is defined as search criteria that has been saved for later use.  The search is saved on the 

results page (Save > New Saved Search) and accessed under the “My Matrix” tab. Saved searches under 

the “My Matrix” tab can be viewed like a normal search or can show the results between a set of dates 

or the last time the search was performed.  Also, options to change the criteria, delete, etc. are found 

here. 

Converted Saved Searches – When a Saved Search comes in from Tempo/Fusion, it comes in as 

*(Imported) saved search name” 

If the search was not 100% converted it will have (Imported*). 

If the Saved Search was an Active Auto-Email, it will come in as (+Imported*), which allows them to sort 

the ones they need to setup for auto-email. 

 

 


